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Slide 1 Real Time Systems
� Leturer: Justin Pearson , email justin�dos.uu.se� Web page: Not ready yet. It all appear soon, a link will befrom http://user.it.uu.se/~justin/Teahing/

Slide 2
Course Text bookYou have a hoie of� \Real-Time Systems" Jane W.S.Liu Prentie Hall� \Real-Time Systems and Programming Languages", Alan Burnsand Andy Wellings. This book has more on Ada.� There will also be an online set of note: \Fixed PrioritySehduling", Tendell and Hansson.
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Slide 3 Prerequisites
� Basi understanding of C.� Basi understanding of Computer Arhitetures.� Basi understanding of Operating System.

Slide 4
Aims of the Course
� To understand the basi requirements of real-time systems, andhow to program suh systems so that the requirements are met.� To understand how these requirements have inuened the designof real-time programming languages and real-time operatingsystems.� For the 5 point version To understand the implementation andanalysis tehniques whih enable the requirements to be met.
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Syllabus
1. Introdution: What are real-time systems?2. Introdution to Sheduling3. More on Sheduling, inluding rate monotoni and deadlinemonotoni4. Bloking of resoures, problems and solutions. PriorityInheritane, problems and solutions.5. Fault Tolerane and Real-time Communiation6. 5 Point version: Timed automata and the analysis of real timesystems.

Slide 6 Introdution to real time systems
� What are real time systems?� Main Charateristis of RT systems� Desirable Properties of RT systems
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Examples of Real Time systems
1. Medial Monitoring Systems2. Car ontrol systems, ABS systems, engine ontrol system.3. Fighter Plane Control Systems4. Airraft Simulators (or omputer games whih ever you �ndmore interesting)5. A hemial fatory ontrol systemWhat are the speial design issues in eah the examples?
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Overall Struture of a RT System
� Hardware, CPU, I/O devie et.{ a lok!� A real-time OS (funtions as a standard OS but with preditablebehaviour and well de�ned funtionality.� A olletion of RT tasks/proesses that{ share resoures{ Communiate/synhronise whih eah other and theenvironment.
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Charateristis of Real Time Systems
A real time system is a system where:� There is a ontinuous interation with the environment (reativesystem)� The environment hanges in real time and imposes timingonstraints on the systems� The system simultaneously ontrols and/or reats to di�erentaspets of the environment (onurrent systems)
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Terminology
� Reative Systems: Continuous interation with the environment� Time-sensitive systems: Must reat to the environment in time.� Embedded systems: Embedded in eletroni and/or mehanialdevies.� Safety-ritial systems: A failure may ause the loss of lives.
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Hard and Soft Systems
� Consider a ontrol system for an airraft. If the pilot is notgiving new information about the environment quikly then theinformation is useless.� It is no use being told what the air speed was 10 minutes ago.� Also if a pilot gives a ommand (e.g. lower landing gear) he wantsthat done now, even a minute later ould have some bad e�et.These systems are hard real time systems. (Solution don't use y bywire)

Slide 12 Hard and Soft SystemsConsider a patient monitoring system, for example monitoring theheart rate. It might be enough to know the heart rate within aseond not the heart rate within the milliseond. You have to talk toDotors to know this.Programmers have to know their requirements.
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Hard and Soft SystemsConsider a multimedia presentation system, this ould be onsidereda real-time system. But it doesn't really matter if all the deadlinesare met on time as long as most of the time the deadlines are met.Some systems have both hard and soft deadlines.Soft real-time are hard to speify and require di�erent approahes forhard real-time systems. In this ourse we shall onentrate on hardreal time systems.
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Hard and Soft Real time Systems
� Hard Real Time systems :- Events must happen at a ertaintime, the system should respond within some �xed time.� Soft Real Time systems :- Exat Response time does is notritial.A single systems may have hard and soft omponents. In realitymany systems will have a ost funtion assoiated with missing eahdeadline.
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Desirable Properties of a RT System
� Timeliness: the time output values are produed is important.� Robustness: the system must not ollapse when subjet to apeak load.� Preditability.� Fault tolerane: Hardware and software failure must not rashthe system.� Maintainability: Modular struture to ease system modi�ation.� Testability: easy to test if the system an meet all deadlines.

Slide 16
De�nition of a real time systems

Any system in whih the time at whih the output isprodued is signi�ant. This is usually beause the inputorresponds to some movement in the physial world, andthe output has to related to that same movement. The lagform input time to output must be suÆiently small foraeptable timeliness.From the Oxford Ditionary of Computing
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Deadlines
The spei�ation for a real-time system often relate ertain events inthe environment with ations to be done.For example if a ar ontrol systems reognises that the ar israshing then the driver airbag must be inated within a ertain time.This bound is normally referred to as a deadline. Some deadlines arehard, some are soft.We will assume that all deadlines are hard.
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Real Time 6= Fast
Real time does not mean making every thing run fast.Even if all your tasks run fast there might be problems due tointeration whih would mean your results would ome too late.Many real time appliations run on simple proessors, tried andtested tehnology, whih is better for mass-prodution a 50SEKontroller or 2000SEK for some snappy pentium to ontrol a washingmahine?
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Slide 19 Remember
� Real Time does not mean fast� Real Time means Just-In-Time (Preditable)

Slide 20 Preditability: the most important requirement fora real-time system
� The system behaviour is known before it is put into operation.� DiÆult to ahieve.
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Preditability hard to ahieve OS/Hardware
� Systems alls, diÆult to know the worst ase exeution times� Cahe, hit ratio, pipelines, stalls.� Interrupt handling may introdue unbounded delays� Priority inversion (low-priority tasks bloking high priority task).� Memory management� Communiation delays in a distributed environment.
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Preditability hard to ahieve Task level
� DiÆult to alulate the worst ase exeution time for tasks(theoretially impossible � halting problem). Pratial methods:{ Avoid dynami data strutures{ Avoid reursion{ Bounded loops� Interation between disrete and ontinuous omponents{ Di�erential equations to solve{ Control algorithms syntheses� Complex synhronisation patterns between tasks.
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Simple exampleA temperature ontroller.� Continuously read the urrent temperature (the sensor)� adjust the heating element (atuator) depending on thetemperature.Implementing the rules:� Whenever T > 20C turn the heating element OFF� Whenever T < 20C turn the heating element ONTo speify this orretly you must know some physis and ontroltheory. (If you end up working in real time you will have to know alot more than how to write C ode.)
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The temperature Controller
� What makes a good ontroller?� What makes a bad ontroller?� A good ontroller keeps the temperature at around 20C all thetime.� A bad ontroller might osillate to widely around 20C.
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TasksReal time systems are onurrent. It is bad software engineering toprodue one big monolithi program whih implements all theontrol.Instead we split our problem into a number of tasks whih then mustbe sheduled so that they an all omplete their jobs at the righttime. Task = Proess

Slide 26 Sheduling
It is then the job of the OS of the system or some supervisor programto exeute the tasks at the required time.Deided if a given set of deadlines an be met it referred to assheduling theory.
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Example SystemSuppose we have ar ontrol system whih has three softwareproesses:� Speed measurement: C = 10ms, T = 52ms, D=52ms� ABS brake Control: C = 10ms, T = 40ms, D=40ms� Fuel Injetion: C= 10ms, T = 30ms, D=30msWhere C = Worst-ase exeution time; T = period, D = deadline.Is it possible to shedule all these tasks to run on a single proessor?
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This is not so easy, RT OS
� Systems alls, diÆult to know the worst ase exeution times� Cahe, hit ratio, pipelines, stalls.� Interrupt handling may introdue unbounded delays� Priority inversion (low-priority tasks bloking high priority task).� Memory management� Communiation delays in a distributed environment.


